Benjamin discovery parts diagram

Need to replace or upgrade a part on your Benjamin, Crosman or Sheridan airgun? Pyramyd Air
has you covered with dozens and dozens of parts direct from Velocity Outdoors the parent
company of Benjamin, Crosman and Sheridan , as well as custom-made Air Venturi parts that
are compatible. Whether you're a DIY shooter or need the help of our professional technicians,
Pyramyd Air will help you get the parts you need for your Benjamin, Crosman or Sheridan
airgun. Get FREE shipping on qualifying orders! Certain restrictions apply. Free shipping may
not be combined with a coupon unless stated otherwise. View Shipping Info. We work hard to
get all orders placed by 12 pm EST out the door within 24 hours on weekdays because we know
how excited you are to receive your order. Weekends and holiday shipping times will vary.
During busy holidays, we step our efforts to ship all orders as fast as possible, but you may
experience an additional day delay before your order ships. This may also happen if you change
your order during processing. View Shipping Times. It's important to know that due to state and
local laws, there are certain restrictions for various products. It's up to you to research and
comply with the laws in your state, county, and city. If you live in a state or city where air guns
are treated as firearms you may be able to take advantage of our FFL special program. View
Shipping Restrictions. You'll be able to add these services as you place your order. View
Service Info. Shop and purchase with confidence knowing that all of our air guns except airsoft
are protected by a minimum 1-year manufacturer's warranty from the date of purchase unless
otherwise noted on the product page. A warranty is provided by each manufacturer to ensure
that your product is free of defect in both materials and workmanship. View Warranty Details.
Didn't get what you wanted or have a problem? We've got you covered! Return any item in new
condition along with its original packaging and any accessories that might have come with your
air gun and receive a full product refund within 60 days of purchase or, if you'd prefer,
exchange for another product. Our customer service team can help determine the best course
of action and provide you with some options in the event you're interested in an exchange.
Learn About Returns. Join the Pyramyd Air mailing list: Our e-mails are filled with new
products, deals, sneak peeks, tips and tricks, contests and more - sign up today! Airgun safety
is no accident. You must be 18 years or older to buy any air gun or air rifle in our store. Click
here to read Privacy Policy. All Rights Reserved. By continuing to browse the site, you are
agreeing to our use of cookies. You can find out more about how we use them here. All other
designated trademarks, copyrights, and brands are the property of their respective owners.
Menu GUNS. Sign in 0. Air Venturi Benjamin Crosman. Sort by: Featured. Repair kit fits these
multi-pump guns made before they have a soldered valve : Benjamin , Add to Compare. Add to
Wish list. You will be charged shipping during the checkout process. That's the charge to send
your gun back t Sort by: Price Lowest to Highest. Highest to Lowest. ProductName From A to Z.
From Z to A. View Shipping Info Shipping Time Frame We work hard to get all orders placed by
12 pm EST out the door within 24 hours on weekdays because we know how excited you are to
receive your order. View Shipping Times Shipping Restrictions It's important to know that due
to state and local laws, there are certain restrictions for various products. View Service Info
Warranty Info Shop and purchase with confidence knowing that all of our air guns except airsoft
are protected by a minimum 1-year manufacturer's warranty from the date of purchase unless
otherwise noted on the product page. Subscribe to our newsletter Sign up Join the Pyramyd Air
mailing list: Our e-mails are filled with new products, deals, sneak peeks, tips and tricks,
contests and more - sign up today! Shopping Cart Items. Subtotal: USD Does not include
shipping and tax. Price Lowest to Highest Highest to Lowest. February 15, Worldwide shipping
is currently available, complete airguns and some parts are restricted from shipping outside the
US. PayPal is the preferred payment method. To pay by credit or debit card you do not need a
PayPal account, select PayPal as the payment method and checkout as a guest. The option to
pay by check or money order is for US customers only. These fit our custom fill nipples and
every other brand we are aware of including the cheap Chinese connectors most companies are
using these days. If you're having issues with your connector, this is the fix. These are the most
popular airguns in the world for customization. Parts can be shipped within the US and to all US
territories. You can also select PayPal to use a credit or debit card, you do not need a PayPal
account to do so. To pay by check or money order select that option at checkout. You must be
18 years or older to purchase guns and parts. All shipments will include tracking. Returns will
be accepted so long as the circumstances are reasonable. We reserve the right to determine
what is reasonable. Items must be returned in the same condition they were received or
additional deductions may be withheld. By federal law posted below no state or local
government can prohibit the sale of airguns but other restrictions can be imposed. It's YOUR
responsibility to abide by the laws in your area. We reserve the right to refuse shipping of
complete airguns to specific locations. The following summary contains sections of federal law
that pertain to the sale of airguns. They are not required to have markings indicating so. This

law starts out by specifying that toy guns, which includes airsoft, are required to have special
markings. We left subsections out that were irrelevant to pellet guns and highlighted in blue the
ones that specifically pertain to them. Such term does not include any look-alike, nonfiring,
collector replica of an antique firearm developed prior to , or traditional Bâ€”B, paint-ball, or
pellet-firing air guns that expel a projectile through the force of air pressure. All rights reserved.
View on Mobile. In Crosman Corporation acquired Benjamin and Sheridan. In the same year
Crosman instituted the serial numbering procedure which included a date of manufacture as
part of the serial number. Prior to you are not able to determine the date of manufacture by the
serial number. Prior to we have information that, while missing some years, may be helpful to
you in determining the age of your gun. If your gun was manufactured in or after the year then
the first 3 or 4 digits of the serial number will allow you to determine when your gun was
manufactured. If the first 3 or 4 digits of your serial number are or D94, then your gun was made
in December of The charts below will help you determine when your product was manufactured.
Search Site. Pistol Model Pneumatic,. Pistol Model Pneumatic, BB cal. Rifle Model Pneumatic,.
Rifle Model S Pneumatic,. Rifle Model G CO2, single cartridge,. Rifle Model C Pneumatic,. Rifle
present Model S Pneumatic,. Rifle present Model Pneumatic,. Rifle present Model B1K77
Spring,. Tags: Airgun Fundamentals. Back to Blog. In the year Crosman Read More. Benjamin
Rogue. Prairie dogs, Jim Chapman and the Benjamin Marauder. Before you shop around, keep
one thing in mind - we know airguns because we ARE airgunners. Our sales and support teams
make sure you get the right airguns, ammo and accessories for your needs. And if anything
goes wrong, we'll make it right. Plus, we do custom modifications and services you can't find
anywhere else - all done by our team of trained airgun technicians. Unit Converter for Airgun
Measurements. Create an online review. Purchased for youngster. Bigger and heavier than I
thought but never saw one in person. I like it, but it seems a little big right now for my child. I
also like that a hand pump can be used without hardship and replacement parts are available.
Still haven't used it much but have a favorable initial impression so far. I have a. Love it. Light
wieght, small and easy to carry. It likes lots of pellets. Loves the gto's. I can get dime size
groups at 35 yards. Numerous aftermarket parts available. The gun is light weight. I have the.
This gun will consistently take down Collared doves out to 50 yards-very quietly. This gun is so
consistent I haven't really considered upgrading. It will shoot about 18 shots per fill before
needing to refill. Most PCP air guns operate at higher pressures-which increases the cost for
equipment filling. I believe shooting this air gun for a few years has significantly improved my
shooting at big game with powder rifles. Got a question or answer? Log in to participate.
Anyone know what kind of velocity this will produce with CO2?? I'm assuming quite a bit less
than with air since CO2 doesn't compress to much over psi. Yes, usually in the fps range with
14 grain pellets. What is the shot count on a on one fill of co2. I wonder what weight pellet they
used for the fps rating. With light lead pellets in the With a full air charge in the cylinder. I
suspect they used some light alloy pellet, but I sure as hell wish they would tell what pellet and
what weight was used. I also wish the manufacturers would be FORCED to only use one weight
of light pellet and one of medium weight and one of heavy weight for the caliber to rate their
guns. Same pellets for ALL guns of same caliber! Because these claims of fps for this gun are
not substantiated in MY gun with even light lead pellets!! To fill your PCP gun: 1. Pick a source
of air shown at right 2. If an adapter is needed, one will be shown 3. Add both to your cart to get
hooked up. What are Bullseye Bucks. Get FREE shipping on qualifying orders! Certain
restrictions apply. Free shipping may not be combined with a coupon unless stated otherwise.
View Shipping Info. We work hard to get all orders placed by 12 pm EST out the door within 24
hours on weekdays because we know how excited you are to receive your order. Weekends and
holiday shipping times will vary. During busy holidays, we step our efforts to ship all orders as
fast as possible, but you may experience an additional day delay before your order ships. This
may also happen if you change your order during processing. View Shipping Times. It's
important to know that due to state and local laws, there are certain restrictions for various
products. It's up to you to research and comply with the laws in your state, county, and city. If
you live in a state or city where air guns are treated as firearms you may be able to take
advantage of our FFL special program. View Shipping Restrictions. You'll be able to add these
services as you place your order. View Service Info. Shop and purchase with confidence
knowing that all of our air guns except airsoft are protected by a minimum 1-year
manufacturer's warranty from the date of purchase unless otherwise noted on the product page.
A warranty is provided by each manufacturer to ensure that your product is free of defect in
both materials and workmanship. View Warranty Details. Didn't get what you wanted or have a
problem? We've got you covered! Return any item in new condition along with its original
packaging and any accessories that might have come with your air gun and receive a full
product refund within 60 days of purchase or, if you'd prefer, exchange for another product. Our

customer service team can help determine the best course of action and provide you with some
options in the event you're interested in an exchange. Learn About Returns. Join the Pyramyd
Air mailing list: Our e-mails are filled with new products, deals, sneak peeks, tips and tricks,
contests and more - sign up today! Airgun safety is no accident. You must be 18 years or older
to buy any air gun or air rifle in our store. Click here to read Privacy Policy. All Rights Reserved.
By continuing to browse the site, you are agreeing to our use of cookies. You can find out more
about how we use them here. All other designated trademarks, copyrights, and brands are the
property of their respective owners. Menu GUNS. Sign in 0. PY Not Available click to see more
from this manufacturer. Consider the following similar item s 4. Check product details to select
what is best for you. WARNING This product can expose you to chemicals including lead, which
is known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm.
For more information go to This version of the Discovery does not include a pump, tank, yoke
or fill adapter. To connect your Discovery to a scuba tank, you'll need a scuba tank adapter with
hose and a female quick-disconnect with male threads. The tank must have a K valve. To
exhaust air or CO2 from the rifle, you need to purchase the degasser tool. Get into precharged
guns at an unheard-of price and also get the accuracy of an expensive European rifle! Benjamin
has bridged the gap and taken the pain out of PCP guns. Not only is this as low a price as you'll
ever find on a PCP rifle, but it's so easy to pump up that a wispy teenager could do it! The
Discovery has raised the bar for PCP guns because it uses only psi of air. While the European
companies race toward higher and higher air pressures, Benjamin is going the opposite
direction and making it easier than ever to use a hand pump. If you want to use a scuba tank or
carbon fiber tank, you can do that, too, and get the benefit of many more fills than you would
from a gun that operates with psi. The Discovery gives you a choice! The air reservoir is cc. The
air tank has a male Foster fitting. The gun comes with a hardwood stock, Williams fiber optic
front and rear sights, and a built-in air pressure gauge. When you open your box, you'll see
easy-to-follow and easy-to-understand instructions that'll lead you step-by-step. If you're new to
PCPs, you'll become a pro in just a few short steps. If you want to switch to CO2, that's easy to
do, but you'll need a degasser tool to quickly exhaust all the air before filling with CO2. Attach
the optional CO2 adapter, connect it to a standard paintball CO2 tank and fill 'er up! Now,
commence to shootin'! With high-pressure air, you'll get up to 25 powerful shots before you
need to pump up again. On CO2, you'll get a lot more shots per fill. Click on the AMMO link for a
list of recommended pellets. Average Customer Review 4. January 20, By Chris. Things I liked:
Affordable pcp; larger sized than I anticipated but for the better; looks nice from the box Things
I would have changed: Bluing wore off where it contact the cardboard packaging. What others
should know: Purchased for youngster. Thank you for your comment! Add comment to this
review. August 25, By Brian. Things I liked: I have a. Things I would have changed: Multi shot.
Some more power. What others should know: The sweet spot on mine psi for about 10 shots. I
use gto, jsb 18 and crossman pellets. August 15, By Woosy. Things I would have changed: I
would have put a new butt plate on the stock to prevent slippage. What others should know: I
have the. Tyler from USA answered: Yes, usually in the fps range with 14 grain pellets Jason
from USA asked: What is the shot count on a on one fill of co2 pcp4me from USA asked: I
wonder what weight pellet they used for the f
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ps rating. Add both to your cart to get hooked up Benjamin Discovery Air Rifle with
quick-disconnect connector 1M To start over click reset Tank fill calculator. View Shipping Info
Shipping Time Frame We work hard to get all orders placed by 12 pm EST out the door within 24
hours on weekdays because we know how excited you are to receive your order. View Shipping
Times Shipping Restrictions It's important to know that due to state and local laws, there are
certain restrictions for various products. View Service Info Warranty Info Shop and purchase
with confidence knowing that all of our air guns except airsoft are protected by a minimum
1-year manufacturer's warranty from the date of purchase unless otherwise noted on the
product page. Subscribe to our newsletter Sign up Join the Pyramyd Air mailing list: Our
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